The Decontamination Module combines several functions into an easy to follow
process, ensuring all mandatory data, to meet the standards is captured, while
providing staff with accessible information on cleaning requirements for all
RMDs.

MaQs
Receive
Items
Before putting an instrument into the Washer, the user needs to use the Receive
Items module to receive the item first into the store location. Only received
items can be allocated to wash cycles.
MAQS Decontamination application
Click on the Decontamination button and select Receive Items from the menu.

Item Search
Use this module to receive the item into the store location in preparation to be
washed.
Search Fields
Use the patient MRN (Medical Record Number) to
receive all the packs/trays that was used on the patient.
(MRN that was completed in the last 7 days only)
Scanning/Enter the pack/tray barcode to receive
individual pack/tray

By default it will Search by MRN. To change to Search By
Process Label click on the Search by Process Label button.
If the barcode is not available then click on the Product Search button to search
for the Packs/Trays.
To search for Packs/Trays if they are missing
their labels, see Product Search.
To reload Packs/Trays list that was previously
saved, see Load Saved Receive Items.
To reprocess a failed Wash Batch (within the last
2 days), see Load from previous Batch.

Select return reason
from the drop down
list. And set return
reason for selected
item(s) by clicking Set
Status For Selected
Item(s)

Print current grid
Add/View Comments to line items, see
Comments
Save and Close Window
Remove selected Line Item
Close Window (Automatically Save current

progress)
Proceed and Receive items shown in the window

MaQs
Product
Search
If the Packs/Trays are returned without a label, then user can use this function
to identify the Pack/Tray and proceed to wash.
Item ID
Description
Site
Store Location
Specialty Group
Search Options
Exact Search
Partial Search

Pack/Tray code number
Description contains
Hospital site
The default pack released to location
The specialty of the pack

Search for Product with the exact input from Item ID and
Description
Search for Products that contains characters from Item ID
and Description
View the clean instruction of the highlighted product on
the grid.
Close the Product Search screen
Select the highlighted product from the grid. This is the
same as double click on the row item.

If the selected pack is tracked and has been returned, then it will
automatically locate the most recent serial number.

MaQs
Load
Saved
Receive
Items
This list display all of the unprocessed received items that are saved in the
temporary memory.
To load the transaction saved, double click on the row item or select the row
item and click the Select button.
Remove saved Receive Items
Return to the Received Items screen
Select the transaction to load

MaQs
Load
From
Previous
Batch
This function is designed to reprocess any failed load without the difficulty of
re-entering the entire batch.
This will only display failed batches in the last 2 days
Close and Return to the Receive Item screen
Select the highlighted batch number of the grid.
This is the same as double click on the row item.
Firstly select the washer with the failed load,
then choose the failed Batch number for
re-processing.

MaQs
Add/View
Line
Comments
This is a temporary comment field that allows the user to input notes against
the selected item, for backtracking or important comments within the Receive
Item module.
Close and Return to the Receive Item screen without
saving
Save and return to the Receive Item screen

This is a plain text fields, which allow up to 1000 characters.

The row item which has comments added will be highlighted in Maroon colour
on the Item Description column

MaQs
Allocate to
Rack/Washer/Thermal
DisInfector
To allocate items to a washer, it must first be allocated to a Rack. Furthermore,
items must be Received through the Receive Items screen.
To allocate to Rack/Washer select Allocate to Rack/Washer/Thermal
DisInfector from the menu.

This screen shows the Racks that are ready to be allocated to the washer.
To allocate racks to Washer, see Allocate to Washer.
To allocate items to a Rack, see Allocate To Rack.
This will bring up the Allocate to
Rack screen to view and add
unallocated item to racks.
Show the rack name
which allocated to this
load.
Show the cycle which
used on this load.
Select the equipment
from the drop down
list.

Select if this batch has
equipment test cycle.

Close the Washer
Allocation List screen
View or Remove the
products that are
allocated to the
selected Rack and
Cycle.
(Equivalent to double
click)
Allocate the
highlighted Rack to
the selected Washer
and proceed

MaQs
Allocate
to Rack
To access this window, select
from the Allocate to
Washer screen. This screen shows unallocated items that can be allocated to a
Rack.
User can allocate Items individually to racks or base on the Rack Cycles.
Locate all of the Unallocated Items that matches the
selected Racks and Cycle.
Add all selected racks to the highlighted Rack

Display all racks that are currently in allocated to the
Washers.
To update the Unallocated Item List (Left Grid) and the
Rack List (Right Grid)
Save and Close

Unallocated Items
This is showing all the unallocated items that are received from Receive Items.
Choose the applicable items by checking the tick boxes on the right hand side
and click on Add to Racks button to allocate it to the highlighted Racks.
The user also has the option to scan/enter the Process Label barcode into
which will highlight and select the
item accordingly.

The
button is available at the top right of the
window to select all unallocated items in the grid.
Alternatively the user can allocate items based on the available Racks.

Available Racks
This displays all available Racks, the compatible cycles and Number of items
already allocated to them.

To view the list of items that has been allocated to the selected Rack, double

click on the Rack.
If the rack is not shown in this list then it may be in used, select
to view rack status. Alternatively, the rack
maybe inactive, see Equipment Wizard.

Allocating items using Racks
The user can allocate items based on available Racks by choosing the rack and
the cycle, then select
items to the rack.

Allocating items to Racks
1.Tick the checkbox from
the unallocated list

2.Highlight the desire Rack
from the available Rack
list

to allocate all the matching unallocated

3.Allocate items to Racks

MaQs
Allocate
to
Washer
It shows all racks that are ready to be allocated to the Washer.

Allocating to Washer
1. Highlight the
Rack

2. Select
available
washer. if
there is a test
cycle for the
batch, then

select the
check box
and choose
the test cycle
from drop
down list.

3. Proceed to
Washer

Then select the available washer and click
allocate it to the washer.

to

MaQs

Record
Equipment
Test
Resulted
for Empty
Load

This function allows the user to run a test cycle with an empty load.
To setup a test cycle with empty load, please see the help Manual in MaQS
Admin -> Equipment settings -> All Cycles.
Test Cycle box and Allow Empty Load box must be ticked.

Select Record Equipment Test Resulted for Empty Load to launch the menu.

1. Select the equipment
type: use the test cycle
either on a washer or a
steriliser.
2. Select equipment.

3. Select test cycle

4. Click proceed to run.

The report manager determines many of the reports that will be generated
automatically when required.
To use the report, highlight report and click preview or double click each report
to launch the filter window, enter searching criteria to generate the report .

The setting option is located in the main screen, this gives access to the Process
Location Selection.

This sets the default site and store for the decontamination program.
Select a correct site and store for this location.

MaQs
Items
Allocated
to Rack

If you double click the record, it will direct you to rack allocation list window.
This window displays all items that have been allocated to a Rack.
To allocate items to Rack, see Rack Allocation.

Remove the selected item from list
Cancel and Return to the previous screen
Proceed and allocate items to Rack

To see any notes or cleaning instructions of the pack, simply double click on
the line item.

MaQs
Cleaning
Instructions
Whenever a record is double clicked in the grid, it will bring up the
Pack/Instrument details, its compatible cycles and Cleaning Instructions.
Instruments in Packs

Packs Definition
Last Pack Released

This will display all instruments that are defined in the
pack menu.
Shows the packs contents that was last modified when
the pack process label was printed.

Cleaning Instructions menu
Instruments

Depending on the options selected above, it will either
display the list of instruments that was defined in the
Pack or the list of instruments of the last released pack.
The Instrument cleaning instruction is shown at the
bottom of the screen.
Instrument Picture This will display the image (if applicable) of the
highlighted instrument
Pack Cleaning
The pack template cleaning instructions will be display
Instruction
in this tab
Pack Picture
If applicable the Pack picture (defined in the template) is
shown in here
Washing Cycle
The compatible washing cycle and racks will be shown
in this tab
This is a view ONLY window, any changes will have to be made in
the MaQs Clients

Instruments

The total number of records and instruments is calculated and shown towards
the bottom of the screen.
The cleaning instructions for instruments is also shown at the lower section of
the window.

Instrument Pictures
The picture of the highlighted instrument will be displayed in this tab and the
user can look through multiple pictures (if applicable) using the left and right
arrow:
.

Pack Cleaning Instructions
This is showing the cleaning instruction for the selected pack.

Pack Picture

This tab shows the picture that is defined in the pack template.

Washing Cycle
The tab on the left displays all compatible washing cycles of the selected pack
and the tab on the right shows the racks that can undergo the highlighted cycles.

